The Insecure Scientist will Ignore, Reject, and Ridicule any
New Evidence which Threatens to Add Another Story Atop
his Proudly Completed Tower of Knowledge.
JD
Part 11) Dwarf Star Incoming, THEN and NOW:
The New York Times Reported It *THEN! It's Journey of
Billions of Miles Brings It Dangerously Closer *NOW!
___ Prof. James McCanney: Asteroid/Meteor Threat Approaching ___
"Leaks are coming out all over the place from professional astronomers
and military types, reporting that `a mini-solar system is moving into
our Solar System.' "
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/shows2/Dinardo_CD-2_09.mp3
A Dwarf Star, Capturing a Field of Comets and Asteroids in its
Gravitational Grip, has, Understandably, Been Sucked Into Our Solar
System by our Sun's *Great* Gravitational Force Field.
Realize that our Sun's Mass is Equal to One-Third of a Million
Earth-Masses. By Sir Isaac Newton's Universal Law of Gravitation, the
magnitude of the force of attraction between two masses is directly
proportional to the mass of body A multiplied by the mass of body B.
Now, we know that passing meteors are sucked into Earth every single
day of our lives. Why is this so? It's simple, yet some folks need to be
taught that when a small object comes near enough to a much larger
object, there is a force of mutual attraction called gravity that pulls the
smaller object toward the larger object, and as their separation distance
decreases, their mutual gravitational force of attraction increases
*exponentially*.
Now, by Sir Isaac Newton's Second Law of Motion, the acceleration of a
mass is directly proportional to the motivating force applied to that mass.
Hence, when a near-passing meteor is sucked in by Earth's gravitational
force field, that meteor will accelerate into Earth at an exponential rate.
It's like those RoadRunner cartoons, where the 18-wheeler truck appears
as a tiny dot way up the flat desert highway, and in a few seconds, it
looms and zooms down upon Wiley Coyote.
Such detailed elaboration of this Earth-shattering subject is needed in
order to overcome ignorant skepticism, fortified by wishful dissidence
against warnings of catastrophe. We choose to doubt that which troubles
us! I am preparing, not scaring! Prepare with me and you may save
your life and your family's lives. Be an ostrich with your head stuck in
the sand, and you will make your butt a big fat target for those
plummeting bolide (bullet-like) objects, of which the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration has foreknown since the 1970s when they
launched their Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 space probes to detect what
they calculated to be a massive gravitational body skirting the outer
bounds of our Solar System. And as you will read in the following
landmark New York Times report by leading astronomers and
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astrophysicists [quote]:
"IT IS 5 BILLION MILES BEYOND PLUTO -- HARDLY NEXT DOOR, BUT
STILL WITHIN THE GRAVITATIONAL INFLUENCE OF OUR SUN."
Remember those words, folks! In 1983, leading astronomers reported,
in the New York Times, that this dwarf star was
"WITHIN THE GRAVITATIONAL PULL OF OUR SUN."
And remember Sir Isaac Newton's Universal Law of Gravitation and his
Second Law of Motion, both of which laws absolutely prove that this
one-thousand Earth-mass dwarf star is definitely being pulled in by the
*great* one-third-of-a-million Earth-mass gravitational force field of
our Sun. Gravity works, folks.
Do not be willfully deaf and dumb, so that you perilously fail to see or
hear that 18-wheeler bearing down upon you. Below, I present TV news
film of the Global Elite's underground cities in the bowels of Cheyenne
Mountain, Colorado. They also have subterranean shelters in Mount
Weather, West Virginia, and beneath the presidential retreat at Camp
David, Maryland. The Vatican will also be fleeing into their vast
subterranean refuge beneath the Italian Alps.
And, as radio host Alex Merklinger told me years ago, the Queen of
England has purchased large tracts of land near Crestone, Colorado.
This Sun-drawn dwarf star will pass, not hit, Earth, but its several
million mile closest fly-by will exert such a great gravitational and
magnetic force upon Earth's lithospheric crustal surface and upon
Earth's underlying viscous mantle that, as James McCanney says,
"There will be tides on the seas, and tides on the land surfaces."
How could this be?? Take a potful of cooling chocolate pudding and tilt
it to and fro. The underlying viscous pudding will wave, thus waving the
surface skin. So, Earth's viscous mantle will wave Earth's crustal surface.
Please read: This Dwarf Star Was and Is Within the Gravitational Pull
of our Sun.
The New York Times, January 30, 1983:
[please click on the blue link, Clues Get Warm in the Search for Planet X]
http://yowusa.com/planetx/2009/planetx-2009-02a/1.shtml
JD:
This means that a massive gravitational/magnetic dwarf star has
captured many thousands of space bodies in deep space; yet this baby
sun is itself a captive, having been gravitationally shanghaied into our
Solar System by our own adult Sun's irresistible gravitational force field.
In the late 1970s, an internal N.A.S.A. document was titled:
"THE SEARCH FOR PLANET X,"
Google that title along with its author, Dr. Robert S. Harrington, who was
the esteemed chief astronomer of the United States Naval Observatory
in Washington, D.C. So, N.A.S.A. itself calls this dwarf star "Planet X."
When celestial beehive Planet X eventually makes its wide U-turn around
the Sun from below to above the Ecliptic, it will inexorably soar above
Earth's orbital ring, and depending upon Earth's position in its revolution,
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Earth will gravitationally suck in some or many of X's celestial bees
(asteroids, meteors, boulders, rocks, and iron oxide dust) all of which
swarm in a vast radius of many millions of miles around their parent
mini-sun, this incoming dwarf star, which NASA has, for decades, called
"Planet X."
THE WASHINGTON POST (front-page): NASA Discovers the Long-Sought
"Planet X"
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10151302419027774&set=pb.673732773.-2207520000.1376664842.&type=3&theater
JD:
In their Dec. 1983 WASHINGTON POST report, N.A.S.A. (attempting to
avoid scaring the public) tried to conceal the identity of this dwarf star,
captured within the outer bounds of our Sun's gravitational force field.
"We Don't Know What It Is!"
was NASA's lame claim. However, earlier that same year, N.A.S.A.
emphatically declared that they knew exactly what it was that they
were launching their(our) Infrared Astronomical Satellite to find: They
announced that they were seeking [quote] "the long-sought Planet X."
NASA, we are not stupid. We know that in January 1983 you heralded
your "SEARCH FOR PLANET X," in the New York Times, and then in
December of that same year, in the Washington Post, you turned your
other face around to feign ignorance ["We Don't Know What It Is!"]
when you found precisely what you had announced in January that you
were seeking to find.
N.A.S.A. Announces It's Space Telescope Search for Planet X:
THE NEW YORK TIMES: "Clues Get Warm in the Search for PLANET X"
http://yowusa.com/planetx/2009/planetx-2009-02a/nyt-30jan1983-planetx.gif
The former governor of the State of Minnesota films his admittance
into the secret underground city built with our tax dollars by and for
the ruling elite, and he filmed the elite's private army, who therein state:
We will do whatever it takes to repulse desperate Coloradoans from
seeking shelter here below; we will shoot to kill them, if necessary."
Please click on the FULL Screen icon at the lower right corner.
https://vimeo.com/119084771
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